
Go Electric with EVs
 Take advantage of federal
and state tax credits when
purchasing or leasing an

electric vehicle (EV) in
Massachusetts. Ensure the

dealership applies these
credits for maximum savings.

Solar Power Savings
Invest in solar energy and

benefit from a 30% federal tax
credit and a 15% state tax

credit, up to $1000.
Additionally, earn renewable

energy credits for excess
energy production, making
solar a lucrative investment.

Choosing Solar Panels and
Installers 

Selecting the right solar
panels and installer can be

daunting. Ensure your
consultant is

knowledgeable about the
evolving solar landscape in
Massachusetts to maximize

your investment.

Heat Pump Revolution
Massachusetts offers

incredible rebates and tax
credits for heat pump

installations, up to $10,000.
With a 30% tax credit,

homeowners can save up to
$2000. Qualified installers
partnered with Mass Save

can guide you through the
process and offer 0% loans

for up to seven years.

Synergy of Heat Pumps and
Solar:

 Pairing heat pumps with a solar
system can lead to unprecedented
savings. This unique combination
allows for a payback period on a
heating system, making it a wise

long-term investment.

Maximize EV Incentives: 
Explore all available incentives when

purchasing or leasing an EV, including
federal and state tax credits, to make your
transition to electric transportation more

affordable.

Tap into Solar Potential
Harness the power of solar energy by

leveraging federal and state tax credits,
along with renewable energy credits, to

not only reduce your carbon footprint but
also save on energy costs in the long run.

Research Heat Pump Options
 Stay informed about the latest

heat pump technologies and
incentives available in

Massachusetts to maximize
energy efficiency and cost

savings for your home heating
and cooling needs.

Consult with Renewable
Energy Experts 

Seek guidance from
reputable renewable energy
consultants and installers to
ensure you make informed

decisions about solar panels,
heat pumps, and other
green energy solutions.

Take Advantage of Mass Save
Programs

Utilize Mass Save programs to
access rebates, loans, and

expert guidance for
implementing energy-efficient

solutions like heat pumps,
ultimately reducing your

environmental impact while
saving money.
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